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WHAT IS SLICE?

SLICE is a novel adaptive reuse strategy for large, underused 
buildings designed to bridge the gap between abandonment and 
full rehabilitation. It uses small, strategic occupations to preserve 
a building's prominence and value while making positive urban 
contributions. 

SLICE is a simple concept. It proposes constructing shallow but 
functional spaces behind a building's public facades on existing 
floors from top to bottom. This literal "front-loading" of the 
building's program creates an active street presence while the 
majority of the interior remains walled off and unused. Without 
the daunting initial investment and operating costs required for a 
full-building rehabilitation, SLICE can visually repopulate a large 
building quickly and cost-effectively, thereby stimulating demand 
for full occupancy. We also believe that a SLICE building will 
provide regenerative effects on entire urban neighborhoods.

As architect-urbanists, we have understood our role in this first 
stage of developing SLICE as groundwork. This book explains 
the historical background that has created the need for flexible 
urban regeneration, suggests the situations best suited for the 
SLICE approach, and proves out SLICE's feasibility on a schematic, 
prototypical level, with special attention to code constraints. To 
counter the reaction that a shallow floor plan will not appeal to 
users, we have included interior renderings and an appendix of 
case studies including four cities where buildings with SLICE-like 
forms (three of them about a century old, the fourth brand new) 
have successfully hosted a variety of programs.

FIGURE 1.1SLICE concept sketch
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ADAPTIVE REUSE

"Adaptive Reuse" is a catchall description of various means for 
repurposing existing buildings for new uses. It is almost as old as 
construction itself, since structures tend to outlive the owners and 
programs they were built by and for.

The industrialized era saw a historical aberration in which 
demolishing old buildings for new ones became common. Several 
factors combined to cause this shift: the technological and spatial 
demands of modern programs (e.g. train stations and factories), the 
physical destruction of World Wars, the wealth created by industrial 
capital, the explosive growth of cities, the sudden availability of 
cheap and powerful energy from fossil fuels, and the most strident 
proponents of Modernism, who held that old buildings (and even 
whole neighborhoods) were “obsolete” and could not compete 
aesthetically and functionally with modern planning and building 
technologies. 

Today, after decades of wanton destruction of historic fabric, 
citizens and lawmakers are recognizing that preservation is broadly 
desirable for cultural, environmental, and economic reasons. James 
Marston Fitch identified the critical cultural role of preservation, 
as it answers "the need for alienated people to reestablish some 
experiential contact with the material evidence of their own past."¹

In the decades since Fitch wrote, the expectations for adaptive-
reuse projects have gone beyond simple preservation and into the 
creation of cultural authenticity. As preservationists became more 
successful at staving off near-term destruction, a new generation 
of preservation-minded developers executed large-scale, high-
profile projects (often supported by tax incentives) intended to 
restore past glories to prominent buildings. But the urban and 
economic context these buildings exist in has changed greatly. A 
big-budget restoration can fail economically in two ways: by being 
financially unsustainable and lapsing back into disuse, or by being 
so successful it kick-starts gentrification. 

FIGURE 2.2Arnold Building in 2018

FIGURE 2.1George C. Arnold Building in 1923. Providence, RI

1.  Fitch, J. M. Historic Preservation: Curatorial Management of the Built World  
     (McGraw-Hill, 1982), p.325.
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In the 19th and early 20th centuries, inland navigation and railroads 
reliably and affordably brought North America's material resources 
to bear on its urban constructions.

Using heavy-timber beams from vast old-growth forests, cast-iron 
columns, and self-supporting masonry vaulting systems, the first 
wave of "fireproof" buildings appeared after the Civil War. Newly 
exploited fields of coal, oil, and natural gas drastically lowered 
energy costs, and materials like glass and brick went from quasi-
artisanal process to mass production. Structural steel columns and 
beams allowed for greater spans, enlarging the window openings 
needed to bring light into deeper floor pates. At the same time, 
an influx of immigrants, many of them skilled tradesmen, lowered 
labor costs. The cores of most large cities are still anchored by the 
offices, department stores, and warehouses built in this era.

Within decades, the same processes unleashed to create these 
buildings caused their abandonment. Energy became cheaper and 
manufacturing became more efficient, increasing the affordability 
of technological goods, most notably the automobile. On the 
city's fringes, the globalization of the economy gradually drained 
factories and warehouses, while communication networks made it 
possible to disperse administrative functions away from the places 
of production.

Postwar patterns of suburban development mirrored disinvestment 
in urban centers, and the buildings that were left were abandoned 
"like the dirty dishes at the Mad Hatter’s tea party."2 It would take a 
generation to understand the folly of this wastage; that "obsolete" 
buildings provided valuable specimens of now-vanished typologies 
and construction techniques and irreplaceable embodied energy 
— not just the energy required to produce materials and buildings, 
but the “time energy” required to train craftsmen, designers and 
planners and set them to work.3  This is the key (and to the American 
mind, most challenging) aspect of adaptive reuse: understanding 
it as an evolutionary process of "long-term tasks offering both early 
short-term outputs and lasting benefits to cities."4

THE AMERICAN CONTEXT

31-33 Chenango St, 
Binghamton, NY. 1892

Grace Lofts, 
St. Louis, MO. 1887

674 Main St,
Buffalo, NY. 1895

Conant Thread

Wonder Bread Building
Buffalo, NY

209, 9th St.
Pittsburgh, PA. 1900

108 Cabot St.

472 Potters Ave.
Providence, RI

Holyoke, MA. 1890

Pawtucket, RI

2. Reed, H.H. and Tunnard, C. American Skyline: The Growth and Form of our Cities and  
    Towns (Mentor Press, 1956), p. 184.
3. Weese, H. Journal of Architectural Education, Vol. 29 No. 4 (1976) p. 15.
4. Robiglio, M. The Adaptive Reuse Toolkit. (The German Marshall Fund of the United 
    States, 2016) p. 24. FIGURE 2.3Potential SLICE buildings

43 Railroad St. 
Woonsocket, RI
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Facade is a dirty word. In conversational use, it is synonymous with 
a superficial screen, a false front thrown up to convince others that 
one is what one is not.

In architecture, the facade suffers from its art-historical connotations 
as the site of aesthetic composition. Modernists positioned 
architecture as a three-dimensional, spatial art, and sought ways 
to expand beyond the flat, pictorial nature of the facade. Even 
today, architects in practice prefer to substitute “the elevation” 
when speaking of the outward appearance of a building’s vertical 
surfaces, a word that subtly implies that the outward face of a 
building has risen out of the horizontally-organized interior. (“The 
plan is the generator,” wrote Le Corbusier.)

For most historic preservation ordinances, it is the facade that 
principally matters. Unless specifically designated for its interior, 
strictures for a historically listed building primarily control its public 
face. In maintaining the skim-coat of historicism, owners have a 
free hand to reorganize, rebuild, or absurdly enlarge the interiors 
behind.

Perhaps a decade ago, this approach would have seemed an 
appropriate compromise for the owner wanting to graft modern 
appeal onto a historic building. But facade-intensive preservation 
combined with a deep, mechanically serviced modern interior 
obviates the facade’s ability to act as public/private filter, and 
ignores its potential as a vitrine for what sits behind it.

Equating preservation with facade retention decontextualizes 
and objectifies this one aspect of a building as the sole important 
contribution to the streetscape. The logic is the same as the fake 
selfie, pretending that a life-size photographic cutout is equivalent 
to a real person. And when a facadectomy is interrupted in flagrante 
delicto,  it saddles cities with expensive and sad follies, as shown in 
the still-unfinished saga of the Providence National Bank.

FACADISM

FIGURE 2.5The Providence National Bank facade from the back

FIGURE 2.4Bauakademie scrim on scaffolding, Berlin
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FIGURE 2.6The Providence National Bank facade from Weybosset Street

FIGURE 2.7Section FIGURE 2.8Elevation

THE PROVIDENCE NATIONAL BANK

In the expectant economic climate of the early naughts in 
Providence, there was a palpable optimism. The city had begun to 
show signs of reemergence in the 1980s and 90s through strategic 
commercial property redevelopments, the construction and 
expansion of the civic and convention centers, and several new 
hotels. Downtown, the Providence River daylighting and river walk, 
the capital center development (including Providence Place mall), 
and the planned rerouting of Route 195 to reconnect the Jewelry 
District to Downcity all added to the sense that the capital city’s 
fortunes were turning around.

In early 2005, a 30-something story skyscraper marched through 
planning review commissions, newspaper headlines, and 
realtors’ and urbanists’ imaginations. It was to be sited between 
two Providence icons: the Turk’s Head Building, fronting on the 
square of the same name where Weybosset Street turns to cross 
Westminster Street, and the 1820s Arcade. 

The city granted a demolition permit conditional on the salvage, in 
place (with the help of as much steel shoring as there was original 
fabric), of a 1950 neo-colonial bank facade on Weybosset. This 
facadectomy of a well-mannered but unremarkable bank building, 
routine and historicist at the time it was built, was an unimaginitive 
and expensive token gesture, one that could only reinforce the 
aggressive scale of the new building. 

The crisis of 2008 arrived. The high-rise was never built. The site 
is today a surface parking lot, a gaping hole on Westminster and 
immodestly masked by the facade and its steel scaffolding on 
Weybosset. This folly's empty gesture to preservation served as a 
spring point for SLICE: What if an additional 12 feet behind the 
facade had been retained? No parking spots would be lost, and 
three floors of urban activity would be gained.
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HORIZONTALISM

Owners typically think of populating their buildings floor by floor. 
Concentrating buildout and tenancies horizontally is thought 
to lower construction and operating costs while simplifying the 
demising of tenant spaces. Hence the ever-present commercial 
real-estate advertisements: "2,000 to 20,000 sf - Build to Suit."
Usually no improvement takes place until a tenant signs a long-
term lease, and often agrees to pay for part of the buildout 
themselves. This invests both tenant and owner in a space that pulls 
activity deeper into the building and away from the perimeter. The 
pedestrian looking up only sometimes registers flickers of humanity 
at the windows, whose natural light and views are reserved for the 
often-empty corner office. 
Like ships passing in the night, business go in and out of storefronts 
and upper floors on their own timetables, rarely staying long 
enough to take advantage of the proximity of potential partners. 
In the late-afternoon darkness of early winter, only a single floor is 
lit, sandwiched between dark glass, and the building seems more 
empty than full.
Consider a photograph of a prewar commercial district. In addition 
to the dense pedestrian traffic, there is a remarkable density of 
activity in and around building facades: signage, fire escapes and 
awnings all signal inhabitation by retail, wholesale, and service 
businesses, many of them small, all dependent on street frontage 
to see and be seen.
In failing to leverage and maximize the perimeter synergies which 
have always powered urban commerce, selective horizontal 
reinhabitation is urbanistically, environmentally and spatially 
inefficient. If even less square footage than many full floor tenancies 
were deployed vertically, the architectural and urban externalities 
would be far more dynamic and positive, and ultimately create the 
conditions necessary for full-building rehabilitation.

FIGURE 2.9 Leasing advertisement on an empty building

FIGURE 2.10Partial occupancy: horizontal vs. vertical

FIGURE 2.11Westminster Street, Providence.  Early 20th century
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A NEW APPROACH: SLICE

To begin reactivation of an under-used urban volume, look to the 
perimeter, where architecture and the city meet. SLICE does not 
rely on the facade as a signifier, nor dismiss it as decoration. It treats 
the facade as a thick laminate of program, its inhabited spaces fully 
visible from the street, as one cross-section of urban life.

SLICE takes into account the spatial and technical requirements 
dictated by regulatory code and urban proxemics. Deploying 
architectural intervention just inside the facade creates new, usable 
floor area and maintains the building’s street presence, allowing 
the volume to become used and active with only a fraction of its 
space built out. The remainder can be reinhabited in later stages, 
as finances or demand permit.

This approach allows, for renters or buyers, smaller floorplates and 
thus less expensive real estate; for owners or developers, visible 
inhabitation, quick revenue generation, a staging platform and 
living billboard for redevelopment of the entire property; for cities, 
a way of revitalizing downtowns with mixed uses in small spaces, 
creating an interdependent community that resists gentrification.

For both residential programs above and commercial programs 
below, proximity to the light, space, and footfall of the street is 
premium, for both seeing and being seen. SLICE follows the logic 
of the host who seats diners in a mostly empty restaurant at the 
streetfront windows, and extends it across the whole facade.

SLICE thus poses a restorative response to the real-estate practices 
which keep many less-fancied North American cities replete with 
depleted structures. SLICE's novel approach towards reinhabiting 
undervalued, overscaled buildings is dedicated to advancing 
preservation beyond the architectural and into the urban.

FIGURE 2.12Diagram of SLICE imposed on an abandoned brewery building
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FIGURE 2.13 Model of a SLICE with facade partially removed
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EXISTING-BUILDING ATTRIBUTES
AESTHETICS + CONTEXT

SLICE uses the “thick facade” as the visual signifier of capital 
investment and human inhabitation. It approaches the inhabited 
facade not as a formal or stylistic issue, but as a spatial, social, 
and economic issue. Therefore, while it is ideal (but not strictly 
necessary) to have a facade of some architectural distinction, it is 
absolutely critical that window placement and total glazed area be 
sufficient to establish a strong visual dialog with the street.

Spatial characteristics of a SLICE are generated by pre-existing 
circumstance; in many cases, the back wall will default to the first line 
of columns behind the facade (but it can be in a different location 
on each floor if necessary).  In zones where building setback and 
floor-area ratios have changed, the use of the outermost portions 
of the building can create a commercial advantage even with 
limited plan depth.

FIGURE 3.1 Desirable facade conditions for SLICE

FIGURE 3.2 Desirable minimum building conditions for SLICE
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An occupied building strengthens the social and economic fabric 
of the city, and its effect is greater as its location becomes more 
prominent. Certainly, a SLICE can work in smaller buildings in a 
more out-of-the-way location. But the display-case attributes of 
SLICE, and its power to create value through seeing and being 
seen, will be best leveraged in central locations with good traffic 
and pedestrian volumes, in buildings whose scale or architectural 
stature gives them a commanding presence.

Building services can be implemented opportunistically. This might 
mean reactivating or repurposing existing pathways or back-of-
house locations inside the unused interior. It might mean offloading 
some of these functions to adjacent buildings (for example, an 
owner might buy an easement that allows cutting through a party 
wall to connect each floor to a neighboring building's existing 
elevator). It might mean constructing circulation towers and service 
cores outside the building footprint. The best SLICE locations will 
accommodate more than one of these possible strategies.

EXISTING-BUILDING ATTRIBUTES
FORM + SITUATION

FIGURE 3.3An occupied SLICE helps animate the street and city

FIGURE 3.4SLICE can deploy already-existing services where available
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In downtowns with a more uniform scale of smaller structures, 
one SLICE alone is unlikely to have much impact. In these cases, 
SLICE should operate not as an architectural model but as a 
way of planning existing resources and capital for main-street 
redevelopment. This will require public sector intervention, as cities 
and towns have an interest in channeling private development for 
public gain, and smaller municipalities are unlikely to enjoy much 
concentrated urban activity without regulatory shaping.

Comprehensive plans and municipal zoning codes could incentivize 
or mandate SLICE-like occupancies in commercial and downtown 
zones. In any urban neighborhood, SLICE's marshalling of activity 
at the street wall is a far more efficient use of the scarce resources 
of capital versus laissez-faire development. Ultimately, building 
owners would be rewarded with the higher property values and 
rents generated with greater activity, and local governments 
would earn more in property-tax revenues. Developing a spectacle 
diminishes speculative risk.

FIGURE 3.5Comparing different modes of occupancy at urban scale

STRATEGIC OCCUPATION
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STREET ACTIVATION

Visual evidence of active spaces directly behind the facade is 
critical to SLICE. Indeed, it is critical to any successful retail street. In 
the other direction, eyes on the street from within the building offer 
security and direct engagement with the immediate community.

The shallow depth of SLICE keeps people and activity at the 
perimeter of the building. The street, sidewalk, and the interior 
appear less as rigid zones and more as complementary layers of 
movement and rotating tableaux.

FIGURE 3.7
Sidewalk lunch counter in Hendel building. 

Pittsburgh, mid-20th century

FIGURE 3.6SLICE street scene
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FIGURE 3.9 Daytime visualization of a SLICE
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FIGURE 3.10 Night visualization of a SLICE
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WHERE?

In an era that combines economic scarcity, expense of construction, 
and desire for urban living, rehabilitation and reuse of historic fabric 
has become obvious and necessary. We have a lot of fabric: more 
than 60% of the building stock in older cities on the East Coast 
and Great Lakes was built before 1945, and the share is significant 
(between 25 and 40%) even in cities like Atlanta, Denver and 
Honolulu.5 SLICE was designed as a new model for regeneration in 
three broad settings found within North American urban regions.

Developers' rubrics for selecting sites includes tax burdens and 
potential community opposition. We believe that SLICE, because of 
its urban benefits and small footprint, could mitigate both concerns. 
A municipality may be willing to reduce taxes on a property where a 
minor percentage of square footage is in active use, and a community 
may be more open to a reuse which by its nature is easily reversible 
or expandable. Ultimately, it may be the eagerness of a place to 
embrace SLICE, rather than geography alone, that determines its 
best locations.

FIGURE 4.1 Examples of favorable urban contexts
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5. The Atlas of ReUrbanism (National Trust for Historic Preservation, 2016), p. 6.
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These communities were more or less self-sufficient, with 
commercial resources and community institutions within walking 
distance of the residences built to house the families of factory 
workers. Often most of the village was built and owned by the 
factory owner, leading to both the predatory (the "company store" 
where workers might become indebted to their employer) and the 
paternalistic (saloons tightly regulated or nonexistent, libraries and 
schools provided for families). The shift away from old-fashioned 
manufacturing has hurt many of these towns, as losing a dominant 
industry removes its economic raison d'etre. 

FIGURE 4.2 Mill village or factory town

Although North America's urbanization continued steadily before 
and after World War II, the late 20th and early 21st centuries showed 
a pattern of success for larger cities well-adapted for the switch to a 
national and global service economy, versus industrial and regional 
cities with smaller and less-educated workforces. The “Rust Belt”across 
the midwest has had a number of medium-sized cities affected 
dramatically—and more recently—by the same market forces that drove 
down the smaller mill towns. 

FIGURE 4.3 Medium-sized cities
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Because North America’s largest cities have seen continued growth 
and investment (the 10 largest cities in the U.S. currently account 
for over one quarter of the population, and over one third of its 
GDP)6, their central cores need SLICE’s attention the least. Industrial 
outskirts, initially developed to take advantage of less-expensive 
land, often remain undercapitalized within the larger urban 
catchments. As successful downtowns price out a city's young, its 
artists, and its low-margin and space-intensive businesses, these 
rent refugees find space in characterful, if raw, buildings at a less 
central location.

FIGURE 4.4 High density, adjacent to urban core

WHICH BUILDING?

FIGURE 4.5Narrow building typologies

End-On Sliver Segment 
Narrow space out of public view
Examples:
· Kelly Lofts, Happy Valley, Hong Kong
· Austrian Cultural Forum, New York
· Keret House, Warsaw

Lateral Building Segment 
An ideal SLICE  typology
Examples:
· Spite House, New York City
· Sam Kee Building, Vancouver
· Hendel Building, Pittsburgh

Individual Narrow Building
Narrow space without repeating areas
Examples:
· House-K, Tokyo
· Eel’s Nest House, Los Angeles

Temporary or Unbuilt Installation
Unproven narrow space concepts:
· MVRDV/Why Factory, Urban Village 
prototype, Bi-City Biennale, Shenzhen
· Mithun, Center for Urban Agriculture, 
Seattle

6.  Population data: US Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, bea.
gov; GDP data: International Monetary Fund, imf.org. Accessed 2/24/2020.
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WHEN?

FIGURE 4.6 Analyzing facade proportions of a potential SLICE

FIGURE 4.7 SLICE as a catalyst for neighborhood redevelopment

SLICE will work best when a building has:
· A strong elevational presence on a street
· At least three stories, a height-to-depth ratio of 1:1 or deeper, and 
  at least 10'-5" of column-free space behind the facade.
· One-half to one-third of its main frontage glazed.
· Existing vertical circulation (stairwells and elevator shafts) within 
  or adjacent to the occupied front zone.
· Surroundings that provide opportunities for additional small-scale 
  residential and business uses.

The best time for SLICE is now. To borrow the title of an article by 
Carl Elefante, “the greenest building is…one that is already built."7  
An under- or unused building represents not just embodied energy 
and material resource, but a fallow economic resource. We believe 
SLICE can prompt reinhabitation of a whole building and catalyze 
neighborhood development.

7. Forum Journal (National Trust for Historic Preservation), Vol. 27 No.1, Fall 2012. pp 62-72. 
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PRE-SLICE
Existing underused urban building stock.

REACTIVATION OF BUILDING
A SLICE reinhabits the facade of a central commercial building.

1

2

FIGURE 4.8 Transformation of the urban cross-section
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REACTIVATION OF STREET
SLICE drives new demand for occupancy, street activity, and 
further build-outs.

REACTIVATION OF CITY
A revived building is the center of civic regeneration.

3

4

FIGURE 4.9 Transformation of the urban cross-section (continued)
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BUILDING SYSTEMSBUILDING ENVELOPE AND SEGMENTATION

FIGURE 5.1Elements of SLICE design

EXTERIOR ENVELOPE

Since SLICE is designed for older buildings, it is not expected that 
the whole building will have modern envelope components such 
as an air barrier, vapor retarder, or high-density insulation. While 
the inhabited SLICE itself requires a leak-free and reasonably tight 
exterior envelope, the remainder of the building does not.

A functional envelope over the uninhabited part should be able 
to resist major water ingress and prevent mold growth through 
blocking, weeping and drying. If the unused portion of the building 
can be protected from fires with alarms and dry sprinkler systems, 
then there is no need for climate control. In fact, the unused parts 
of the building can create efficiencies using Variable Refrigerant 
Flow (VRF) systems, functioning as a heat sink (if kept dark) or as a 
heat source (using glazed, south-facing sun spaces).

The location of the back wall—the interior "membrane" separating 
the SLICE from unoccupied spaces—must be designed to cope 
with whatever environmental conditions will exist on the other 
side. Typically, an insulated, fire-separated shaft partition or other 
certified assembly will be sufficient.

Regular access doors should be provided for inspection and 
maintenance. Tenants may also be able to utilize the space in the 
uninhabited portion for low-hazard storage, not only an easily 
provided amenity but perhaps a necessity for living or working in a 
small unit at the front of the building.

PARTITION CONSTRUCTION CIRCULATION AND EGRESSPLUMBING, MECHANICAL,
AND ELECTRICAL

Many older buildings have vertical circulation that is inadequate under 
current codes for the whole building, but these cores might be sufficient 
to support a SLICE. Domestic water and sanitary plumbing needs will 
vary depending on the intensity and type of use, but "upflush" systems 
could reduce the number vertical waste pipes and floor penetrations. 
Tankless and point-of-use water heaters will save about 10 sf of floor 
area versus traditional hot-water tanks.

The smaller sizes of SLICE interiors allow them to be serviced with less 
intensive and expensive equipment. HVAC installations will benefit 
from the trend away from fossil-fuel powered boilers and furnaces and 
toward ductless and split-system heat pumps, which impose far fewer 
spatial requirements and can be individually sized to tenant spaces. 
Indoor fan units need only small-diameter refrigerant and wire lines 
to connect with outdoor compressors, now small enough to mount 
easily on rooftops or exterior walls. With occupied spaces so close to 
perimeter glazing, windows will require shading devices on south- and 
west-facing facades (these areas will also benefit from greater passive-
solar heating in winter).

Special historic-rehabilitation code regimes may allow substitution 
of sprinklers and fire alarms for new egress paths. Depending on the 
proposed occupancy, it may also be possible to reactivate exterior 
fire escapes as a secondary means of egress. Other options for egress 
include new exterior prefabricated stairs or horizontal exits into adjacent 
buildings.
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FEASIBILITY

The following pages assess the feasibility of SLICE's proposed 
interventions by testing minimum dimensions and programming 
options mandated by commonly adopted model codes and standards.8 

SLICE is envisioned for mixed use deployments, and we have 
endeavored to show how the many different code requirements for 
public and private uses can be resolved and accommodated at the 
building scale. The diagrams on the following six pages are intended 
to illustrate potential ways to deal with these requirements, not as 
prescriptive designs. 

Many codes have adopted standards specifically for existing and 
historic structures which offer more latitude versus new-build codes on 
ways to incorporate non-compliant conditions. For example, smaller 
buildings with residential units do not always have to have two exits, 
potentially lifting the spatial and financial burden of having to construct 
a new egress stair.

Following this, a set of interior renderings demonstrate the quality of 
SLICE spaces at the human, experiential scale. Although the spaces 
we have prototyped may seem constrained in plan, the renderings 
demonstrate how proximity to light and views make them comfortable, 
attractive and exciting spaces well suited for urban programs.

8. International Building Code, 2015 edition; International Existing Building Code 2018 
and 2015 Editions; National Fire Protection Association 101 Life Safety Code, 2015 
Edition; American National Standards Institute 117.1 Accessibility Code, 2017 edition; 
Americans with Disabilities Act Accessibility Guidelines, 2010 Edition.
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FIGURE 5.2Key code requirements: without an elevator

IBC = International Building Code
IEBC = International Existing Building Code
ADA = Americans with Disabilities Act
NFPA = National Fire Protection Association
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FIGURE 5.3Key code requirements: with an elevator

IBC = International Building Code
IEBC = International Existing Building Code
ADA = Americans with Disabilities Act
NFPA = National Fire Protection Association
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FIGURE 5.4 Minimum space depths
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FIGURE 5.5Open office rendering
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FIGURE 5.6Minimum efficiency unit rendering
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FIGURE 5.7Apartment rendering
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FIGURE 5.8Restaurant and bar rendering



CASE STUDIES
6 EXISTING THIN LATERAL BUILDINGS

·  GEORGE C. ARNOLD BUILDING
·  “SPITE” HOUSE
·  HENDEL BUILDING ("SKINNY BUILDING")
·  SAM KEE (JACK CHOW) BUILDING
·  XS HOUSE
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Built: 1923
Rehabilitation completed: 2015
Original Owner: George C. Arnold
Lot Dimensions: 13’ x 120’
Building Dimensions: 12’-10” (ground floor), 12’-3” (upper floors), 
and 21’-5” (basement) x 120’

This three-story bookend of a building has clung to the same 
block in Downcity Providence since it was built by an opportunistic 
developer nearly a century ago. Arnold detected that the lot, 
where a hotel had been demolished following the widening of 
Washington Street in 1895, was encroached upon by the building 
to the south. Arnold incorporated that building’s north wall into his 
south wall, and this free-of-charge structure may have made the 
building economically feasible as a tradeoff for the central stairs 
that cut into leasable space along Washington Street. 

The Arnold Building’s shops and offices were home to the typical 
small-scale services of the American city (painted signs advertising 
the varied services of a barbershop still adorn the stairway leading 
down to the basement). But the gradual decline of downtown after 
World War II culminated in the demolition of the buildings to the 
rear (including the party-wall provider) when they became less 
valuable than an asphalt sheet for parking cars. The Arnold Building 
survived, perhaps because its shallow stretch along Washington 
kept it appealing to businesses that needed high visibility and 
low rent (location, configuration, orientation). In the early 2000s, 
the Arnold building was home to a liquor store, a smoke shop, 
and a psychic. At least one developer attempted to purchase and 
demolish the building to enlarge the parking lot behind it.

By 2004, the building had passed out of the Arnold family and its 
new owner applied for permission to demolish it. The city refused, 
and following a fire in 2009, eventually took the building by eminent 
domain. In 2014 a new owner, backed by a nonprofit rehabilitation 
fund, began renovations. Today it is home to a french-fry takeout, 
a mobile-phone store, and three apartments, two of which are 
leased as affordable housing.  

GEORGE C. ARNOLD BUILDING

FIGURE 6.1Arnold Building from Washington Street

FIGURE 6.2Arnold Building at night FIGURE 6.3Side and rear

PROVIDENCE, RI
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FIGURE 6.4 Arnold Building in context

FIGURE 6.5Partial elevation (Gregory Spiess, AIA)

FIGURE 6.6Section (Gregory Spiess, AIA)
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Built: 1882
Demolished: 1915
Original Owner: Joseph Richardson
Lot Dimensions: 5’ x 102’
Historical Use: Apartments
As the New York Times described the building, “its narrow front 
is broken by deep bay windows, its small rooms are reached by a 
spiral staircase and supplied with furniture constructed especially 
to fit them.  Every room is less than five feet wide, and the dining 
table is only eighteen inches wide. Gas is unknown above the first 
floor, and water has to be carried by hand all over the building.”

“SPITE” HOUSE
NEW YORK CITY, NY

Built: 1926
Original Owner: Louis Hendel. In 1918 Hendel bought the lot and 
the building previously on it from Andrew Mellon for $95,000 
(Mellon had paid $40,000 in 1907). Current Owner: Pittsburgh Urban 
Redevelopment Authority.
Lot Dimensions: 6’-3"x 80’
Building Dimensions: 5’-2” x 80’
Current Use: Unoccupied, except for a small portion of the ground 
floor used as an entrance to a neighboring convenience store.
Historical Use: Fruit and vegetable stand, Lunch counter, clothing 
vendors on first floor; restaurant seating and art displays on upper 
floors.

HENDEL BUILDING (“SKINNY BUILDING”)
PITTSBURGH, PA

FIGURE 6.7 Spite House FIGURE 6.8Hendel Building
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SAM KEE (JACK CHOW) BUILDING
VANCOUVER, BC

Built: 1913
Original Owner: Sam Kee Company
Current Owner: Jack Chow Insurance
Lot Dimensions: 6’ x 100’
Building Dimensions: 4’-11” (ground floor) and 6'-0" (second 
floor) x 100’
Current Use: Tourist attraction and insurance agency
Historical Use: Public baths in basement; offices on ground floor; 
apartments on second floor.

XS HOUSE
PHILADELPHIA, PA

Completed: 2019 
Budget: $1.1 million
Architect: ISA
Developer: Callahan Ward
Lot dimensions: 11' x 93'
Building dimensions: 11' and 14' (portions of upper floors and 
basement) x 93' 
Current Use: Seven residential units, currently rented for short-term 
stays.
Historical use: Parking lot for two vehicles.

FIGURE 6.9 Sam Kee Building FIGURE 6.10XS House (Photo by Sam Oberter. Drawing by ISA)
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This project's intellectual starting point was a tour of the 
George C. Arnold Building in March 2015. We're grateful to its 
developers, David Stem and Lori Quinn, not least because the 
building's successful reoccupation served as a perfect proof 
of concept for SLICE.

The Rhode Island School of Design’s Professional Development 
Fund provided funding for the first iteration of SLICE in 2017.

In 2018, we were honored to receive a Richard L. Blinder 
Award from the James Marston Fitch Charitable Foundation. 
We express our gratitude to its Board and Chairman Frederick 
Bland for allowing us to greatly expand the original project's 
scope and create this book. Pamela Hawkes and Cristiana 
Peña provided ongoing support as we developed the project 
over two years.

This book benefited greatly from the valuable feedback 
of several keen-eyed readers, who also gave us enough 
excellent suggestions to carry into a second edition. Those 
who provided early stage advice and support for the project 
include Kim Smith Barnett, William Braham, Paige Davidson, 
Angela Hang, Alexander Levi, Mark Rakatansky, Brent Runyon, 
Amanda Schachter, Valerie Talmage, Ricardo Torres-Malicki, 
Peter Wiederspahn, Scott Wolf and Liliane Wong. 

Finally, we are grateful for the patience and support of our 
families as we pursued SLICE on top of our everyday project 
responsibilities at DUAL.
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